Defects or damage caused by improper pre-installation storage or pre-installation storage not as per
manufacturer's recommendations, including in particular ineffective protection against direct effect of
external factors such as weather conditions or mechanical effect;
Delamination and/or cloudiness of laminated or fire-proof glass and polycarbonate panes if improper
materials were used for the assembly or the assembly was performed improperly;
Damage to the equipment on the Product if such damage was caused by improper use and/or improper
assembly of elements working with that equipment and other Product installation errors;
Failure to provide heating functions caused by defects in the Product supply system and/or improper
installation of the Product;
Any damage to the Product as a result of failure to store, install and use the Product as per the relevant
handling instructions and recommendations if supplied with the Product or placed on the website
www.bohamet.pl;
Defects defined as improper Products colour if the arrangements with the Buyer as to the colour were
based on the normalised colour palettes without the Customer accepting supplied samples;
Defects defined as improper glass hue if the Buyer has failed to indicate the manufacturer;
Damage/defects of the Products caused during their use or assembly/disassembly due to the
characteristics pertaining to their use or assembly if such characteristics have not been communicated
by the Customer to BOHAMET in writing as part of the documentation (description of factors the
Products will be exposed to during assembly and use such as vibration forces, temperature range etc.).
BOHAMET is liable towards the Buyer for BOHAMET's non-performance or improper performance of the
Contract where BOHAMET is at fault. However, the liability is limited to the actual damage, exclusive of
lost profits and its total amount cannot exceed order value and liability in respect of the above Product
warranty and guaranty may not exceed the value of defective Products.
lf damage or defects are found to be present in delivered Products, the Buyer, under pain of losing its
rights under guarantee and warranty, is obliged to - within 5 days of defect discovery at the latest submit complaint to BOHAMET Sales Department via e-mail to the e-mail address
claim@bohamet.pl
Complaints shall be processed within 30 days of BOHAMET receiving written complaint.
The Buyer shall be obliged to secure defective Product to enable BOHAMET to inspect the same, i.e.
find out about what caused the defect. Failure to secure the Product complained about, preventing
BOHAMET from inspecting the same, shall result in BOHAMET being released from its liability for
reported defects.
By accepting a submitted complaint, BOHAMET undertakes to repair defective Product, deliver a new
defect-free Product or return the Product purchase price as BOHAMET thinks fit.
BOHAMET's liability for Product defects is exclusive of reimbursement for the costs of assembly,
disassembly, transport of the Products and other costs, damage and lost profits sustained by the Buyer.
BOHAMET's liability in respect of warranty for defects and in respect of quality guarantee mentioned
above is valid only if payment is made for the Products covered by complaint.
Complaints concerning damage in transport shall be processed only if a damage report is provided
bearing signatures of a driver/freight forwarder/carrier and after placing information on damage in
delivery notes (packing list, goods issue confirmation etc.) and after sending photographic
documentation of damaged goods on a vehicle (before discharge), providing the vehicle's identification
number to the address: claim@bohamet.pl.
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CIVIL LIABILITY
BOHAMET declares that it has taken out civil liability insurance against civil liability towards the Buyer
for damage to property and personal damage, including civil liability in tort, contractual liability, civil
liability for defects of products and services rendered, as well as civil liability insurance against damage
to
the environment, including coverage for all actions and works aimed at removal of such damage. The
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